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Abstract. The mid-Holocene (6 kyr BP; thousand years be-
fore present) is a key period to study the consistency between
model results and proxy-based reconstruction data as it corre-
sponds to a standard test for models and a reasonable number
of proxy-based records is available. Taking advantage of this
relatively large amount of information, we have compared a
compilation of 50 air and sea surface temperature reconstruc-
tions with the results of three simulations performed with
general circulation models and one carried out with LOVE-
CLIM, a model of intermediate complexity. The conclusions
derived from this analysis confirm that models and data agree
on the large-scale spatial pattern but the models underesti-
mate the magnitude of some observed changes and that large
discrepancies are observed at the local scale. To further in-
vestigate the origin of those inconsistencies, we have con-
strained LOVECLIM to follow the signal recorded by the
proxies selected in the compilation using a data-assimilation
method based on a particle filter. In one simulation, all the
50 proxy-based records are used while in the other two only
the continental or oceanic proxy-based records constrain the
model results. As expected, data assimilation leads to im-
proving the consistency between model results and the recon-
structions. In particular, this is achieved in a robust way in all
the experiments through a strengthening of the westerlies at
midlatitude that warms up northern Europe. Furthermore, the
comparison of the LOVECLIM simulations with and with-
out data assimilation has also objectively identified 16 proxy-
based paleoclimate records whose reconstructed signal is ei-

ther incompatible with the signal recorded by some other
proxy-based records or with model physics.

1 Introduction

The Holocene, our current interglacial, has been the subject
of a large number of studies based on reconstructions de-
rived from proxy records (e.g.,Bartlein et al., 2011; Davis
et al., 2003; Leduc et al., 2010; Marcott et al., 2013; Viau
and Gajewski, 2009; Vinther et al., 2009) and on simula-
tions performed with climate models of various complexities
(e.g.,Braconnot et al., 2007a,b; Claussen et al., 1999; Cruci-
fix, 2008; Renssen et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2005). The two
approaches are complementary (Mock, 2007) as the informa-
tion inferred from the proxies often serves to validate the cli-
mate model results (Braconnot et al., 2012) while the models
allow the exploration of the physical processes responsible
for the recorded climatic changes.

In particular, the mid-Holocene, corresponding to 6 kyr
BP (thousand years before present), is a standard period in
the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP)
for which boundary conditions have been specified to fa-
cilitate the comparison between model results and proxy-
based reconstructions (hereafter often referred to as recon-
structions, for simplicity). One of the most robust conclu-
sions of those model studies is that the summer of the mid to
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere is warmer during
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the mid-Holocene compared to the pre-industrial conditions
(Braconnot et al., 2007a). This is consistent with the trends
of the regional pollen-based reconstructions ofBartlein et al.
(2011) andDavis et al.(2003) for northern Europe and with
several other proxy-based records (e.g.,Andreev et al., 2003;
Clegg et al., 2010; Marcott et al., 2013; Seppä and Birks,
2002, 2001; Vinther et al., 2009).

The model–data comparisons have nonetheless underlined
some major differences between reconstructions and simu-
lation results.Brewer et al.(2007b) have highlighted that
PMIP2 models are able to capture the large-scale surface
temperature patterns over Europe reconstructed from pollen
records, but they tend to underestimate the magnitude of the
observed changes, which is also in agreement with the con-
clusion of Braconnot et al.(2007a). Previous studies (e.g.,
Lohmann et al., 2013; Lorenz et al., 2006; Schneider et al.,
2010) have found similar results when analyzing the trends of
the Holocene sea surface temperature obtained mainly from
alkenone data: data and models are in relatively good agree-
ment regarding the sign of the trend while the models under-
estimate the magnitude of the changes. Furthermore,Harg-
reaves et al.(2013) have shown that, at the local scale, mod-
els fail to reproduce the difference between mid-Holocene
and pre-industrial temperature reconstructed byLeduc et al.
(2010) for sea surface temperature andBartlein et al.(2011)
for land temperature.

Our goal here is to further investigate the origin of those
inconstancies between model results and reconstructions us-
ing simulations with data assimilation. Data assimilation
evaluates which state of the system is the most consistent
with all the sources of information, derived here from a cli-
mate model, the forcing and the proxy-based records. By per-
forming different experiments, driven by different subsets of
proxy-based records, we plan to identify the ones that are
compatible with model physics, the ones that are not, and
those that are incompatible with other proxy-based recon-
structions.

We focus on the mid-Holocene as this is a well-
documented period. LOVECLIM1.2 (Goosse et al., 2010),
a three-dimensional Earth model of intermediate complex-
ity, is constrained to follow a compilation of 50 air and sea
surface temperature reconstructions located in the Northern
Hemisphere by means of a particle filter with resampling
(Dubinkina et al., 2011). These simulations with data as-
similation will be compared with a simulation performed
with LOVECLIM without data assimilation and with three
GCM (general circulation model) simulations following the
PMIP3–CMIP5 framework (Paleoclimate Models Intercom-
parison Project phase 3 – Coupled Model Inter-comparison
Project phase 5) in order to assess the dependance of model–
data differences on the model selected.

2 Methodology

2.1 Description of LOVECLIM1.2

LOVECLIM1.2 is based on a simplified representation of
the dynamics of the climate system and has a coarse hori-
zontal and vertical resolution that enables low computational
requirements. Therefore, the large ensembles of simulations
required by data assimilation can be performed at a rea-
sonable cost. This model includes three main components
named ECBilt2, CLIO3 and VECODE, which represent the
development of the atmosphere, the ocean and the vegeta-
tion, respectively. ECBilt2 is a spectral T21 (corresponding
to about 5.625◦ in latitude and longitude) global three-level
quasi-geostrophic model (Opsteegh et al., 1998). CLIO3 is
an ocean general circulation model coupled to a comprehen-
sive sea ice model (Goosse and Fichefet, 1999). It has a hor-
izontal resolution of 3◦ × 3◦ and 20 unequally spaced verti-
cal levels ranging from 10 m near surface to 500 m at 5500 m
depth. VECODE is the continental biosphere component that
describes the distribution of trees, grass and desert at the
same resolution as ECBilt2 (Brovkin et al., 1997). For a com-
plete description of LOVECLIM1.2 please refer toGoosse
et al.(2010).

2.2 Data-assimilation method

The results of a simulation performed with a climate model
depend on (i) the physics of the climate model, (ii) the ini-
tial conditions used to initialize the simulation and (iii) the
forcing used to drive the model such as, for instance, the
amount of solar radiation received by Earth. Here, in order
to obtain an ensemble of simulations that represents possi-
ble mid-Holocene climate states, we change only the initial
conditions by adding a small noise to the sea surface temper-
ature, while the physics and the forcing are kept unchanged.

Due to the chaotic nature of the climate system, even small
perturbations in initial conditions result in trajectories that
quickly deviate from each other. These different trajectories
are called particles or ensemble members. Starting from dif-
ferent initial conditions and using the LOVECLIM climate
model, we propagate 96 particles forward in time for an inter-
val of six months: from December until May and then from
July until November, thus with a restart each 1 December
and 1 July. This is repeated during 400 yr. The interval of
six months (the assimilation frequency) has been chosen to
follow more precisely the seasonal signal embedded in re-
constructions as more than 60 % of the selected proxy-based
records represent a month or a particular season (mainly
winter and summer, the coldest or the hottest month). The
amount of 96 particles has been chosen because it provides
a satisfactory climate range at an affordable computing cost
(Dubinkina et al., 2011; Goosse et al., 2006).

After the propagation step and before another restart, the
96 climate states are evaluated according to their agreement
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Table 1. Air surface (TS) and sea surface (SST) mid-Holocene temperature proxy-based reconstructions used in the simulations with data
assimilation. Winter corresponds to December–February (DJF) and summer to June–August (JJA). The anomalies and their error are in◦C.

ID Lat Lon Site or core name Area Archive type Proxy-based Temporal 6 kyr Error Reference
reconstruction interpretation BP ano.

1 61.48 26.07 Laihalampi Lake Southern Finland Pollen TS Annual 1.86 0.60Heikkilä and Seppä(2003)
2 69.20 21.47 Toskaljavri Lake Northern Finland Pollen TS Jul 1.06 0.60Seppä and Birks(2002)
2’ 68.68 22.08 Tsuolbmajavri Lake Northern Finland Pollen TS Jul 1.14 0.60Seppä and Birks(2001)
3 55.65 −13.98 Feni Drift North Atlantic Alkenone – U37

k
SST Annual 0.47 0.80 Esparza(2005)

4 40.50 4.03 Minorca Mediterranean Alkenone – U37
k

SST Annual 2.38 0.80 Martrat(2007)
5 43.88 −62.80 OCE326-GGC30 Northwest Atlantic Alkenone – U37

k
SST Annual 4.15 0.80 Sachs(2007)

6 43.48 −54.87 OCE326-GGC26 Northwest Atlantic Alkenone – U37
k

SST Annual 2.81 0.80 Sachs(2007)
7 37.56 −10.14 MD01-2444 Iberian Margin Alkenone – U37

k
SST Annual 0.63 0.80 Martrat et al.(2007)

8 66.60 −17.58 JR51-GC35 Nordic Seas Alkenone – U37
k

SST Annual −1.10 0.80 Bendle and Rosell-Melé(2007)
9 30.85 −10.27 GeoB 6007-02 Northwest Africa Alkenone – U37

k
SST Annual 1.02 0.80 Kim et al. (2007)

10 38.63 −9.45 D13882 Iberian Margin Alkenone – U37
k

SST Annual 2.27 0.80 Rodrigues et al.(2009)
11 62.09 −17.82 RAPiD-12-1k Sub-polar North Atlantic Mg/Ca andδ18O

(bulloides)
SST May, Jun −1.12 0.80 Thornalley et al.(2009)

12 60.08 15.83 Stora Gilltjarnen Sweden Pollen TS Annual 1.01 0.60Antonsson et al.(2006)
13 60.58 24.08 Lake Arapisto Finland Pollen TS Annual 3.04 0.60Sarmaja-Korjonen and Seppä(2007)
14 58.55 13.67 Lake Flarken Sweden Pollen TS Annual 2.04 0.60Seppä et al.(2005)
15 66.97 7.63 JM97-948/2A and

MD95-2011
Norwegian Sea Forams (planktic) SST Aug −1.77 0.80 Risebrobakken et al.(2003)

16 74.47 98.63 Levinson-Lessing Lake Russia Pollen TS Annual 2.06 0.60Andreev et al.(2003)
17 41.68 −124.93 ODP1019C North Pacific Alkenone – U37

k
SST Annual −0.84 0.80 Barron et al.(2003)

18 20.75 −18.58 ODP658C Northwest Africa sea Forams (planktic) SST Aug −3.05 0.80 deMenocal et al.(2000)
19 20.75 −18.58 ODP658C Northwest Africa sea Forams (planktic) SST Feb −1.07 0.80 deMenocal et al.(2000)
20 31.48 128.52 Core B-3GC Northwestern Pacific Ocean Forams (planktic) SST Summer −0.54 0.80 Jian et al.(2000)
21 31.48 128.52 Core B-3GC Northwestern Pacific Ocean Forams (planktic) SST Winter −1.59 0.80 Jian et al.(2000)
22 66.55 13.92 SG93 Norway (Soylegrotta) Speleothem TS Annual −0.19 0.80 Lauritzen and Lundberg(1999)
23 58.58 26.65 Raigastvere Lake Estonia Pollen TS Annual 2.63 0.60Seppä and Poska(2004)
24 36.03 141.78 KR02-06 St.A MC/GC

and MD01-2421
Northwestern Pacific Alkenone – U37

k
SST Summer 2.08 0.80 Isono et al.(2009)

25 20.12 117.38 GIK17940-2 South China Sea Alkenone – U37
k

SST Annual −0.19 0.80 Pelejero et al.(1999)
26 52.78 108.12 Kotokel Lake Russia Pollen TS Jan 3.30 0.60Tarasov et al.(2009)
27 52.78 108.12 Kotokel Lake Russia Pollen TS Jul −0.07 0.60 Tarasov et al.(2009)
28 80.70 −73.70 Agassiz Ice Cap Greenland ice core –δ18O TS Annual 2.00 0.40 Vinther et al.(2009)
29 71.27 −26.73 Renland Ice Cap Greenland ice core –δ18O TS Annual 2.00 0.40 Vinther et al.(2009)
30 50 to 70 −65 to−50 Labrador region Canada Pollen TS Jan −2.28 0.60 Viau and Gajewski(2009)
31 50 to 70 −65 to−50 Labrador region Canada Pollen TS Jul −0.48 0.60 Viau and Gajewski(2009)
32 50 to 70 −120 to−80 Central Canada region Canada Pollen TS Jan 0.68 0.60Viau and Gajewski(2009)
33 50 to 70 −120 to−80 Central Canada region Canada Pollen TS Jul 0.49 0.60Viau and Gajewski(2009)
34 50 to 70 −140 to−120 Mackenzie region Canada Pollen TS Jan 0.46 0.60Viau and Gajewski(2009)
35 50 to 70 −140 to−120 Mackenzie region Canada Pollen TS Jul 0.17 0.60Viau and Gajewski(2009)
36 44.53 145.00 MD01-2412 Okhotsk Sea Alkenone – U37

k
SST Autumn −0.82 0.80 Harada et al.(2006)

37 71.34 −113.78 KR02 lake Victoria Island (Canada) Pollen TS Jul 0.00 0.60Peros and Gajewski(2008)
38 55 to 72 −12 to 15 Northwest region Europe Pollen TS Winter −0.71 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
39 55 to 72 −12 to 15 Northwest region Europe Pollen TS Summer 1.00 0.60Davis et al.(2003)
40 45 to 55 −12 to 15 Central-west region Europe Pollen TS Winter −0.51 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
41 45 to 55 −12 to 15 Central-west region Europe Pollen TS Summer 0.47 0.60Davis et al.(2003)
42 30 to 45 −12 to 15 Southwest region Europe Pollen TS Winter −0.98 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
43 30 to 45 −12 to 15 Southwest region Europe Pollen TS Summer −1.49 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
44 55 to 72 15 to 50 Northeast region Europe Pollen TS Winter 0.22 0.60Davis et al.(2003)
45 55 to 72 15 to 50 Northeast region Europe Pollen TS Summer 0.60 0.60Davis et al.(2003)
46 45 to 55 15 to 50 Central-east region Europe Pollen TS Winter 0.24 0.60Davis et al.(2003)
47 45 to 55 15 to 50 Central-east region Europe Pollen TS Summer −0.11 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
48 30 to 45 15 to 50 Southeast region Europe Pollen TS Winter −0.25 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)
49 30 to 45 15 to 50 Southeast region Europe Pollen TS Summer −0.66 0.60 Davis et al.(2003)

with the air and the sea surface temperature reconstruc-
tions inferred from the proxies. This evaluation is derived
from the comparison of a likelihood of each particle esti-
mated as a function of the difference between the climate
state of the particle and the proxy-based reconstructions. It is
based on the surface air and sea surface temperature anoma-
lies obtained from both the model and proxy-based recon-
struction as the difference between mid-Holocene (the pe-
riod 6±0.5 kyr BP) and modern conditions (the period 950–
450 yr BP). This difference is computed for all the locations
and months for which proxy-based reconstructions are avail-
able (Table1). For instance, during a “winter” step of data
assimilation (when the model is propagated from Decem-
ber until May), one of the proxy-based reconstructions that
is taken into account in the computation of the likelihood is
the reconstruction number 21 (hereafter N21) for which its

mean winter anomaly value is compared to the anomaly of
the winter (December–February) sea surface temperature of
the corresponding LOVECLIM grid point while the proxy-
based reconstruction N20 is not taken into account at this
step because it represents a summer anomaly. As the method-
ology does not allow taking into account different time reso-
lutions (Mathiot et al., 2013), the annual proxy-based recon-
structions are compared to model values twice a year: to the
mean value of December–May during a “winter” step of as-
similation, and to the mean value of June–November during
a “summer” step of assimilation (when the model is propa-
gated from July until November).

The particles that have highest likelihood are retained
while the particles with small likelihood are eliminated. The
remaining particles are resampled a number of times propor-
tional to their likelihood so that the total number of particles
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is kept constant. This resampling step is necessary to avoid
a collapse of an ensemble of particles to one single parti-
cle. Then, a small perturbation of the surface temperature is
added to the initial conditions of the ensemble members and
the particles are propagated forward in time for the next 6
months of assimilation using the climate model. For more de-
tails about the methodology, which has been applied in sev-
eral recent studies (e.g.,Goosse et al., 2012; Mathiot et al.,
2013), please refer toDubinkina et al.(2011).

2.3 The proxy-based data set

Numerous surface and sea surface temperature reconstruc-
tions derived from proxies are available for the Holocene.
These reconstructions are derived from marine, continental
and ice archives using different methods such as, among
others, the alkenone paleothermometry (Grimalt and Lopez,
2007; Herbert, 2003), the modern analog technique (Brewer
et al., 2007a) or the stable isotopes analysis (Brook, 2007).
Each quantitative reconstruction has its strengths and weak-
nesses (Birks et al., 2010; Juggins, 2013; Telford and Birks,
2005). For instance, almost all of them are influenced by the
confounding effects, which means that environmental vari-
ables other than the climate variable of interest influence
the reconstruction (Birks et al., 2010; Ortiz, 2007). For in-
stance, a summer temperature derived from pollen records
could include a signal related to winter temperature or pre-
cipitation (Birks et al., 2010). Furthermore, attributing the
signal to a particular period of the year is not always straight-
forward as, for instance, the sedimentary alkenone signal is
usually assumed to reflect the annually averaged sea surface
temperature while at high latitudes the alkenone signal is
likely phased to the summer months (Bendle and Rosell-
Melé, 2007; Herbert, 2003; Samtleben and Bickert, 1990;
Thomsen et al., 1998). In this study, we decided to follow
the interpretation proposed in the original studies describing
the proxy-based reconstructions. For instance, if the recon-
structed signal represents the summer surface air temperature
according to the authors of those studies, this is also the case
for us.

Our goal is not to include all the available local proxy-
based reconstructions. When a choice has to be made, we
prefer to use regional-scale reconstructions such as the ones
of Davis et al.(2003) andViau and Gajewski(2009) rather
than the individual records that were included in those recon-
structions.

The proxy-based reconstructions data set used in the sim-
ulations with data assimilation results then from a selection
among more than 300 Holocene records according to the fol-
lowing criteria: (i) the record represents the air or the sea sur-
face temperature, (ii) comes from archives located between
20 and 90◦ N, (iii) covers the full mid-Holocene time-slice
(6± 0.5 kyr BP) and the reference period (950–450 yr BP)
with a resolution of at least 250 yr, as we work with anoma-
lies related to this period (Sect.2.2). (iv) If multiple recon-

structions with different temporal interpretations are located
within the same model grid, the seasonal reconstructions are
retained, as we consider that it provides more information on
the system. On the basis of these criteria, we have selected
50 proxy-based records of air and sea surface temperature
for the mid-Holocene (Table1). For each selected record, an
anomaly is calculated between the mean value of the period
of interest (6± 0.5 kyr BP) and the mean value of the refer-
ence period (950–450 yr BP) (Fig.1). As we perform aver-
ages over periods that are longer than the dating uncertainties
of the records, we neglect any potential biases related to those
dating uncertainties.

Furthermore, if two reconstructions that represent the
same physical variable at the same period of the year are lo-
cated in the same model grid, they are averaged. This is the
case for the proxy-based reconstruction N2 and N2′, which
are merged under the identifier N2. In the evaluation of the
likelihood, we assume that a proxy-based reconstruction rep-
resents the climate of the scale of the model grid, except
for the reconstructions ofDavis et al.(2003) andViau and
Gajewski(2009), which explicitly refer to a larger scale and,
therefore, the average over the corresponding region for the
model is performed before computing the model–data differ-
ence. Therefore, the signal reconstructed from the proxies is
representative on a 3◦ grid box for CLIO3 and a 5.625◦ grid
box for ECBilt2.

Finally, an estimation of the uncertainty for each recon-
struction derived from proxy is required for data assimilation.
This information is frequently not available, and when it is,
these uncertainties are often very large and thus sometimes
of the same order as the signal itself (Ohlwein and Wahl,
2011). As in Mathiot et al. (2013), we have thus deliber-
ately selected here lower bounds for those uncertainties in
order to provide a strong constraint on the model during the
data-assimilation process. By simplicity, we have also chosen
only one error for each archive type (Table1) based on val-
ues provided in previous studies (e.g.,Heikkilä and Seppä,
2003; Martrat et al., 2007; Mathiot et al., 2013; Müller et al.,
1998; Seppä and Birks, 2001). Those uncertainty values af-
fect weakly the spatial patterns but influence the magnitude
of the changes induced by the data assimilation processes
(Goosse et al., 2012). This will be taken into account in the
interpretation of our results.

2.4 Experimental design

Three mid-Holocene simulations with data assimilation are
performed and compared to a mid-Holocene reference sim-
ulation realized with LOVECLIM, named NODATA (Ta-
ble 2). In two simulations either the continental or the
oceanic proxy-based reconstructions are assimilated and in
one simulation these proxy-based reconstructions are assim-
ilated together. They are named CON, OCE and ALL, re-
spectively. The objective is to propose two extreme cases in
which we either constrain the model by only the continental
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Fig. 1. Mean air and sea surface temperature anomaly (◦C) for all the proxy-based reconstructions selected for the mid-Holocene. Each
marker type corresponds to a different proxy-based reconstruction group. Each anomaly represents a month or a particular period (Table1).
If more than one proxy-based reconstruction is given at the same location, the markers representing the proxy-based reconstructions are
slightly shifted for improved readability. The reference period is 950–450 yr BP.

reconstructions or by only the signal inferred from oceanic
ones in order to identify the information brought by each
subset as well as the compatibility between model physics
and the proxy-based reconstructions, and between the proxy-
based reconstructions themselves. In addition, a simulation
spanning the reference period (950–450 yr BP) is required
as the likelihood in the data-assimilation process compares
proxy-based reconstruction anomalies with modeled anoma-
lies (Sect.2.2). This simulation is driven by both natural and
anthropogenic forcings as inCrespin et al.(2013).

We also analyze simulations performed with GCMs to al-
low the comparison of the LOVECLIM results with the ones
from three state-of-the-art models: BCC-CSM1-1, CSIRO-
Mk3L-1-2 and MPI-ESM-P. For details about these models,
please refer to the references listed in Table2. These models
were chosen because at the time of our analysis they were the
only ones on the CMIP5 data portal that provide the variables

needed for our diagnostics over the period 950–450 yr BP
and the mid-Holocene.

The four mid-Holocene simulations performed with
LOVECLIM are either 200 (NODATA) or 400 yr long (ALL,
CON and OCE). The length of the simulation NODATA is
smaller because it is the prolongation of an equilibrium simu-
lation in the same conditions. The four simulations are driven
by the same constant forcing as done inMathiot et al.(2013).
The orbital parameters followBerger (1978). The green-
house gas concentrations are based on the data ofFlückiger
et al. (2002). The Laurentide Ice Sheet topography and sur-
face albedo have been adapted for LOVECLIM byRenssen
et al. (2009) from the reconstruction ofPeltier (2004). In
comparison to the present, the changes in topography and
surface albedo are extremely small. As inMathiot et al.
(2013) small fresh water fluxes (26 mSv) coming from the
Antarctic Ice Sheet are added in the Amundsen, the Belling-
shausen and the west part of Weddell Sea, based onPollard
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Table 2.List of the simulations analyzed in this study.

Model Simulation Simulation Forcing Data Reference
name period name assimilation

LOVECLIM

reference LMALL Crespin et al.(2013) no

Goosse et al.(2010)
mid-Holocene ALL this study yes
mid-Holocene CON this study yes
mid-Holocene OCE this study yes
mid-Holocene NODATA this study no

MPI-ESM-P
reference past 1000 PMIP3 no Raddatz et al.(2007);

Marsland et al.(2003)mid-Holocene mid-Holocene PMIP3 no

CSIRO-Mk3L-1-2
reference past 1000 PMIP3 no

Phipps et al.(2011)
mid-Holocene mid-Holocene PMIP3 no

BCC-CSM1-1
reference past 1000 PMIP3 no http://bcc.cma.gov.cn/bcccsm/

web/?ChannelID=43mid-Holocene mid-Holocene PMIP3 no

and DeConto(2009). For the Northern Hemisphere, there are
no fresh water fluxes resulting from the melt of the Lauren-
tide Ice Sheet for this period (as inRenssen et al., 2009). This
design is slightly different from the PMIP3 protocol used in
GCMs as the latter assumed a similar ice sheet topography
as the present one and no additional freshwater fluxes from
ice sheet melting. But this has only a very marginal effect on
our results at 6 kyr BP.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Simulations without data assimilation

The climate anomalies simulated by LOVECLIM and the se-
lected GCMs for mid-Holocene conditions display similar
large-scale patterns (Fig.2) and are consistent with previ-
ous modeling studies (e.g.,Braconnot et al., 2007a). They
all depict warmer air and sea surface temperature during the
mid-Holocene summer and cooler air surface temperature
during the winter, except in the Arctic. The mid-Holocene
seasonal cycle amplitude is then more pronounced than the
one of the reference period for most of the locations in the
Northern Hemisphere. This signal is mainly caused by the
higher (lower) summer (winter) insolation for mid-Holocene
(Braconnot et al., 2007a; Wanner et al., 2008). The winter
Arctic warming is due to a memory effect associated with
the summer insolation as the latter induces a decrease in ice
thickness, which leads to larger oceanic heat fluxes during
the autumn and the winter, and then to a surface temperature
increase during these seasons (Renssen et al., 2005).

In comparison with the first half of the last millennium, the
westerlies are slightly weakened during the mid-Holocene in
LOVECLIM during winter (Fig.3). This appears consistent
with a smaller meridional gradient in temperature due to the
Arctic warming and leads to a tendency towards a more neg-
ative NAO state in the model for that period. BCC-CSM1-1

also shows a weakening of the westerlies in the Pacific during
the mid-Holocene while MPI-ESM-P and CSIRO-Mk3L-1-2
show a slight strengthening. These results are consistent with
an analysis of PMIP2 simulations realized byGladstone et al.
(2005) showing that many models display anomalies similar
to either positive or negative NAO phases during the mid-
Holocene compared to present day but without a clear and
robust signal common between the different models.

The mid-Holocene reconstruction based on proxies
(Fig. 2) depicts a less homogeneous pattern than the mod-
eled one. The Arctic and northern Europe surface air temper-
atures are warmer during the summer and the winter, which
is in agreement with model results, while the Norwegian
sea surface temperature is colder in the selected proxy-based
reconstruction for the same seasons, in contrast to model
results.Risebrobakken et al.(2003) argue that this recon-
structed cooling in the Norwegian Sea may rather represent
a subsurface signal, explaining the discrepancy with other es-
timates of surface temperature in the region. Over Europe,
the northern part is warmer during the mid-Holocene and the
southern one is colder all year long in the proxy-based recon-
structions. Those changes are relatively consistent with the
simulation results in winter, although the signal at high lati-
tudes appears underestimated in many models, but no model
is able to reproduce a cooling in summer over southern Eu-
rope. In the western North Atlantic, reconstructed sea surface
temperature is warmer, which is consistent in summer but not
with the winter signal simulated by LOVECLIM and BCC-
CSM1-1. In North America, surface temperature is slightly
warmer in the reconstructions over the western part while
it is colder over the eastern part, a signal that appears thus
weaker than the one simulated by models.

A more quantitative model–data comparison shows that
the magnitude of the signal (estimated here by the standard
deviation of the anomalies) is much weaker in models, with
a mean value of 0.9◦C, than in reconstructions based on
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Fig. 2. Mid-Holocene air (TS) and sea (SST) surface temperature anomaly (◦C) for the proxy-based reconstructions, LOVECLIM without
data assimilation (NODATA) and the GCMs. Winter corresponds to December–February (DJF) and summer to June–August (JJA). The
reference period is 950–450 yr BP.

proxies, which reach a value of 1.6◦C (Fig. 4). The differ-
ence is seen both for continental and oceanic proxy-based
reconstructions but is more marked over the ocean where
the signal in the proxy-based reconstructions is 4.5 times
greater than one of models, a result consistent with the re-
cent findings ofLohmann et al.(2013). According to Fig.4,
the mean signal recorded by the selected proxies is larger
over the ocean that over land by about 0.5◦C. This might ap-

pear surprising as the oceanic response to many forcings is
expected to be smaller than the one over continents because
of the larger thermal inertia of the ocean and of various feed-
backs (e.g.,Boer, 2011; Joshi et al., 2013). Investigating this
issue in detail is out of the scope of this study, but it might be
related to the too small number of proxy-based reconstruc-
tions used here to estimate precisely the mean over oceans
and continents or to the location of oceanic proxy-based
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reconstructions that represent relatively local–regional phe-
nomena in coastal areas or close to fronts and thus not the
mean open ocean conditions.

Additional information on the local agreement between
model results and proxy-based reconstructions can be ob-
tained by computing the root mean square error (RMSE) de-
fined as

RMSE=

√√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
1T mod

i − 1T obs
i

)2

n
, (1)

where n is the number of proxy-based reconstructions,
1T obs

i is one particular mid-Holocene air or sea surface tem-
perature anomaly derived from a proxy-based reconstruction
and1T mod

i is the corresponding modeled value. The mini-
mum RMSE value for the different models is 1.7◦C (Fig.4).
This is larger than the mean signal, showing that the models
have nearly no skill at the local scale as discussed inHar-
greaves et al.(2013). Furthermore, the RMSE is larger for
the oceanic proxy-based reconstructions than for continental
proxy-based reconstructions in all the models. Actually, the
models’ results are in much better agreement between them-
selves than with the proxy-based reconstructions as the root
mean square difference between different models, at loca-
tions for which proxy-based reconstructions are available, is
close to 0.6◦C on average (i.e., about a third of the RMSE
shown in Fig.4).

Nevertheless, this quantitative evaluation of model perfor-
mance based on results at the grid scale could be consid-
ered as a too-strong test on several aspects. First, it does not
take into account proxy-based reconstruction uncertainties.

Second, any small spatial shift in the model response com-
pared to data would lead to large errors (e.g.,Guiot et al.,
1999). Third, model results and proxy-based reconstructions
do not necessarily represent the climate at the same scale,
leading to differences in the recorded signal, in particular
on its magnitude. As a consequence, we have divided in
Fig. 5a all the proxy-based reconstructions into three cate-
gories: (i) LOVECLIM agrees with the reconstructions with
error bars, (ii) LOVECLIM agrees only with the sign of the
reconstruction anomaly, and (iii) it does not agree with the
sign of the reconstruction anomaly. This is displayed for the
LOVECLIM model but the results are similar for the three
GCMs (not shown). As this analysis is much less strict since
it is less influenced by the magnitude of the anomaly, it
leads to much more encouraging results than the conclusions
derived from the analysis of the RMSE: LOVECLIM mid-
Holocene simulation agrees with the sign of the anomaly
of about two thirds of the proxy-based reconstructions (see
the blue and the green markers in Fig.5a). This agreement
displays no clear dependance on the season, on the location
of the reconstructions or on the type of the proxy-based re-
constructions and no dominant spatial pattern can be defined
from Fig.5a.

3.2 Simulations with data assimilation

Although the results of simulations constrained by data as-
similation will be presented in a quantitative way, our inter-
pretation will often be more qualitative for the two follow-
ing reasons. First, as mentioned in the methodology section,
the proxy-based reconstruction uncertainty selected here has
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Fig. 4.From left to right: RMSE between the mid-Holocene anoma-
lies of each simulation (LOVECLIM with and without data assim-
ilation and the GCMs) and the proxy-based reconstruction anoma-
lies for three groups of proxy-based reconstructions: all the proxy-
based reconstructions, the continental proxy-based reconstructions
only and the oceanic proxy-based reconstructions only. The mean
mid-Holocene signal (estimated as the standard deviation of the
anomalies) for the proxy-based reconstructions and the model are
the black and the grey horizontal bars, respectively.

a potential influence on the amplitude of the difference be-
tween the simulations with and without data assimilation.
Second, the disagreement between LOVECLIM without data
assimilation and proxy-based reconstructions is large. Al-
though some improvements are due to data assimilation, the
obtained model state is still not fully consistent with all the
proxy-based reconstructions. This would require including
additional control parameters in the data assimilation pro-
cess, for instance perturbation of some model parameters, or
alternative estimates of the uncertainty of the proxy-based re-
constructions. This specific experimental design is out of the
scope of this paper, as we would like to focus, in this first
study of the mid-Holocene climate, on an estimate of com-
patibilities between models and proxy-based reconstructions
using the standard model configuration and interpretation of
the proxy-based reconstructions.

By construction, the data-assimilation method applied in
LOVECLIM for the mid-Holocene period provides with re-
sults that are locally more consistent with the proxy-based
reconstructions that are assimilated than with any other
simulation performed without data assimilation selected in
this study (Fig.4). Indeed, the simulation constrained by
all the proxy-based reconstructions displays the RMSE of

1.6◦C, which is 15 % closer to the proxy-based reconstruc-
tion anomalies compared to the model without data assim-
ilation. The RMSE between this simulation and the recon-
structions is thus of the same magnitude as the mean signal
of the proxy-based reconstructions from the mid-Holocene
(1.6◦C). The assimilation of the continental reconstructions
alone gives the RMSE of 1.5◦C, which corresponds to model
results that are 22 % closer to the proxy-based reconstruc-
tions that are assimilated compared to the model results with-
out data assimilation. Finally, the data assimilation of the
oceanic proxy-based reconstructions alone provides results
that are 15 % closer to those oceanic proxy-based reconstruc-
tions, inducing almost a doubling of the simulated oceanic
signal compared to the simulation without data assimilation.

Figure4 shows also that the assimilation process in ALL
leads LOVECLIM to be more consistent with the continen-
tal proxy-based reconstructions than with the oceanic ones,
which is due to the combination of two effects. First, the
estimated error of the continental proxy-based reconstruc-
tions is smaller than the oceanic proxy-based records error
(Table1), which means that in the computation of the like-
lihood a larger weight is given to the continental archives.
Second, the model’s atmospheric fields and the surface tem-
perature over land have a greater variance than the oceanic
ones. Among the ensemble of simulations, it is thus more
common to have members that are in agreement with conti-
nental proxy-based reconstructions. This leads to a larger im-
pact from the continental proxy-based reconstructions if both
domains are assimilated together and to strong similarities
between the simulation constrained by all the proxy-based
reconstructions and the one that is based on the continental
proxy-based reconstructions only.

Although data assimilation only marginally reduces the
RMSE between model and reconstructions, the amount of
proxy-based reconstructions for which LOVECLIM does not
agree with the sign of the anomalies decreases by about 20 %
in OCE and about 30 % in CON and ALL compared to NO-
DATA (Fig. 5). This is mainly caused in CON and ALL by
a slight summer warming over northeastern Europe, the Bar-
ents sea and the Kara sea and by a summer cooling around
Lake Baikal as well as by a winter warming from northeast-
ern Europe to Lake Baikal, over the north of Greenland and
over the central part of North America (Fig.6). In these simu-
lations, the improvement of sea surface temperature is mainly
related to a warming along the coast of North America at
about 40◦ N. In the simulation OCE the higher number of
proxy-based reconstructions that have the same anomalies as
the model is mainly due to an annual warming of the North
Atlantic and a summer warming in the North Pacific close to
the west coast at 45◦ N (Fig. 6). Consequently, data assimi-
lation drives the LOVECLIM model to a state that is maybe
still not in the range of the anomalies derived from the prox-
ies but that is at least more consistent with the sign of their
changes.
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Fig. 5. Agreement between the mid-Holocene anomalies in LOVECLIM and in the proxy-based reconstructions. Each marker type corre-
sponds to a different proxy-based reconstruction group. It is in green when the model agrees with the proxy-based reconstruction record
within the error bars; in blue, when the model agrees only with the sign of the anomaly; in red, when the model does not agree on the
sign of the anomaly. If more than one proxy-based reconstruction is given at the same location, the markers representing the proxy-based
reconstructions are slightly shifted for improved readability.

The three experiments with data assimilation also allow
us to test the influence of the data assimilation over the dif-
ferent domains (continent and ocean) on all the proxy-based
reconstructions by grouping them in three categories (Fig.7),
but on different basis compared to Fig.5. The first cate-
gory consists in the proxy-based reconstructions for which
LOVECLIM results without data assimilation were already
consistent with the reconstructed signal, i.e., the difference
between model results and proxy-based reconstructions is
smaller than the error assigned here. Moreover, assimila-
tion of these proxy-based reconstructions does not deterio-
rate the consistency between the model results with data as-
similation and the signal recorded by the proxy. This cate-
gory concerns 22 % of all the proxy-based reconstructions

used in this study. These reconstructions can be identified
individually on the basis of the numbers on Fig.1, using Ta-
ble 1. The second category (45 % of all the proxy-based re-
constructions) deals with the reconstructions that satisfy the
two following criteria: (i) at least in one of the two simula-
tions performed with data assimilation, in which these proxy-
based reconstructions are used, they are more consistent with
the results with data assimilation than with the results with-
out data assimilation. (ii) These proxy-based reconstructions
are not less consistent with the results with data assimilation
than with the results without data assimilation if they do not
comply with the first rule. This corresponds to all the con-
tinental (oceanic) proxy-based reconstructions for which the
anomaly difference in absolute value decreases by at least
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formed without data assimilation (NODATA). The reference period is 950–450 yr BP. Differences between the three simulations performed
with data assimilation (ALL, CON and OCE) and the simulation NODATA (◦C). Winter corresponds to DJF and summer to JJA.

5 % in ALL and/or CON (ALL and/or OCE) and does not
increase by more than 5 % in the other(s) simulation(s) with
data assimilation. For 66 % of the proxy-based reconstruc-
tions included in this category (28 % of all the reconstruc-
tions), the anomalies in the three simulations with data assim-
ilation are closer to the proxy-based reconstruction anomaly
than in the model without data assimilation. This implies that
the model dynamics is able to propagate the signal brought

by the assimilated proxy-based reconstructions towards the
locations where no data is assimilated and also that the infor-
mation brought by this 28 % of reconstructions is coherent.
The third category (33 % of all the proxy-based reconstruc-
tions) includes the reconstructions that are either (i) less con-
sistent (5 % threshold) in at least one of the three simulations
with data assimilation compared with the simulation without
data assimilation, or that are (ii) not more consistent with any
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simulation with data assimilation than with the simulation
without data assimilation. In the majority of the cases (70 %
of the proxy-based reconstructions of this category), this cor-
responds to reconstructions on land (ocean) whose differ-
ences with model results are larger in OCE (CON) than in
NODATA. As a consequence, the model dynamics suggests
an incompatibility between the signal reconstructed from the
different types of proxies as improving one realm (land or
ocean) deteriorates the results in the other one. This could be
due to several processes such as a bias in the teleconnections
simulated by the models, in the interpretation of the signal
recorded by the proxy, in the way models and proxy-based
reconstructions are compared. Our experimental design does
not allow us to determine which of those is dominant for each
proxy-based reconstruction but it indicates that a special at-
tention has to be given to those regions to understand the
causes of this disagreement. This is the case, for instance,
for the continental proxy-based reconstruction N42 whose
signal is opposite to the one depicted by the oceanic proxy-
based reconstructions N4, N7, N9 and N10. Another example
is the oceanic proxy-based reconstruction N15 whose signal
shows a summer negative anomaly opposite (i) to the positive
one illustrated by the nearby continental proxy-based recon-
structions and (ii) to the alkenone-based sea surface temper-
ature reconstruction derived from the same core which de-
picts a positive anomaly (Calvo et al., 2002). This incom-

patibility consolidates the interpretation ofRisebrobakken
et al.(2003) that this proxy-based reconstruction should not
be considered as an estimate of surface temperature. Finally,
the proxy-based reconstructions that are never more consis-
tent with the simulations performed with data assimilation,
indicate a profound disagreement between their information
and the model physics. For instance, the model is not able
to reproduce the summer (winter) cooling over southwest-
ern (northwestern) Europe depicted by the proxy-based re-
constructions N43 (N38) with data assimilation as already
mentioned for LOVECLIM and the GCMs without data as-
similation.

The improvement brought by data assimilation can be re-
lated to modifications of both winds and ocean currents. The
atmospheric circulation changes associated with data assimi-
lations in ALL, CON and OCE have a lower magnitude than
the one in response to the forcing in NODATA for the sum-
mer, while for the winter, these changes are at least of the
same magnitude as the model response to forcing (Fig.8).
All the experiments constrained by data assimilation display
a decrease in geopotential height at high latitudes and an in-
crease at midlatitudes in winter compared to NODATA, the
signal in summer being weaker. This strengthens the west-
erlies over the North Atlantic inducing a winter warming
from the northern Europe to Lake Baikal as well as over
North America (Fig.6). This is consistent with the findings
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of Rimbu et al.(2003), who indicate, using alkenone data,
that the NAO was more likely in a positive pattern phase
during the mid-Holocene with respect to our reference pe-
riod. The induced surface temperature changes are more pro-
nounced during the winter since during these months the
atmospheric circulation endures the stronger changes. Fur-
thermore, changes in atmospheric circulation are stronger
in the OCE simulation than in the simulations ALL and
CON (Fig.8). This induces stronger westerlies over the Pa-
cific and, therefore, a stronger warming over North America

(Fig. 6). In winter the pattern over the North Atlantic is more
complex in OCE than in the other experiments, with stronger
westerlies northward of 50◦ N and weaker ones between 40
and 50◦ N.

The spatial structure of the changes in annual mean sea
surface temperature and surface current between each sim-
ulation performed with data assimilation and the simula-
tion NODATA are similar, both in the North Atlantic and
the North Pacific. Therefore, the figures are shown only
for ALL (Fig. 9). In the Pacific, the strengthening of the
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westerlies produces an intensification of the northern branch
of the North Pacific Gyre, which is stronger on the eastern
part compared to the western part. This tends (i) to trans-
port the warmer water from the northern extension of the
Kuroshio eastward (around 45◦ N). It leads to warmer sea
surface temperature and a warming of the atmosphere by the
ocean. (ii) This also transports the colder western and north-
ern Pacific water (cooled by the Siberian winds) toward the
warmer eastern Pacific following the gyre cycle. The pattern
is most marked in the simulation OCE than in the other two
(Fig. 6) as the westerlies are more intensified in this simula-
tion. Additionally, the northward shift of the westerlies slows
down the winds around 30◦ N in the western Pacific, which
induces a reduced heat loss by evaporation and, therefore,
a warmer sea surface temperature at this location. These two
processes occur also in the Atlantic Ocean. The first is asso-
ciated with an intensification of the Gulf Stream current at
around 40◦ N due to stronger winds at this location (Fig.8),
which leads to a warming of the western Atlantic between
40 and 50◦ N. The second one leads to a warming of the At-
lantic between 20 and 30◦ N induced by weaker winds. Fi-
nally, around 65◦ N, a localized warming results from the ice
front shifting. This feature is not robust as it is not present
in all our experiments. The meridional overturning circula-
tion is also slightly stronger in the Atlantic in the simula-
tions with data assimilation compared to NODATA. The dif-
ference between the maximum in ALL-CON-OCE and the
maximum in NODATA is, however, smaller than 1 Sv, which
corresponds to an increase of between 2 (5 TW) and 8 % (18
TW) in the meridional heat transport at 30◦ S compared to
the mean value in NODATA, contributing to some extent to
the large-scale warming of the North Atlantic.

4 Conclusions

The conclusions derived from our analysis of simulations
performed with GCMs and with LOVECLIM with and with-
out data assimilation for the mid-Holocene can be summa-
rized as follows.

1. In agreement with previous studies, a direct evaluation
of the mean error of mid-Holocene simulations per-
formed without data assimilation suggests that mod-
els have nearly no skill at the local scale compared to
proxy-based reconstructions and that the models agree
much better between themselves than with proxy-
based reconstructions. A comparison of the dominant
patterns and of the sign of the changes, taking into
account the uncertainties in proxy-based reconstruc-
tions, leads to a much better consistency between mod-
els and data although clear disagreements remain in
some regions.

2. The simulations with data assimilation are more con-
sistent with the sign of the proxy-based reconstruction
anomalies and the spatial pattern of the changes than
the simulation without data assimilation.

3. However, for a third of the proxy-based reconstruc-
tions, data assimilation does not bring any improve-
ment to the agreement with proxy-based reconstruc-
tions. For some reconstructions, it is due to a fun-
damental inconsistency with model physics, but for
the majority of the proxy-based reconstructions in this
case, this is due to an incompatibility between the
various proxy-based reconstructions according to the
model physics; i.e., the model is not able to follow
the signal recorded in all of them simultaneously. One
clear strength of our methodology is to identify objec-
tively those proxy-based reconstructions.

4. The methodology has also allowed identifying the
mechanisms that lead to a better consistency between
the model results and the proxy-based reconstructions.
The dominant one, which is robust in all our experi-
ments, is the strengthening of the westerlies at midlat-
itude that warm up northern Europe.
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